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(ABSTRACT) ·

Ferromagnetic abelian lattice systems are the topic of

this paper. Namely, at each site of ZV-invariant lattice is

placed a finite abelian group. The interaction is given by

any real, negative definite, and translation invariant

function on the space of configurations.Algebraic structure

of the system is investigated. This allows a complete

· description of the family of equilibrium states for given .

interaction at low temperatures. At the same time it is

proven that the low temperature expansion for Gibbs free

energy is analytic. It is also shown that it is not

necessary to consider gauge models in the case of Zm on ZV

lattice.
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Chapter I

INTRODUCTION

One of the main tasks of statistical mechanics is to

describe the family of equilibrium states of a system for a

given interaction,external parameters, and temperature.First

order phase transition occurs if there is more than one

equilibrium state. Lattice systems will be discussed in

this paper. In the case of a finite number of ground states

there is a complete theory of S.A.Pirogov and Y.G.Sinai

[1,2] zthe phase diagram at low temperatures is obtained by

perturbation of the zero temperature phase diagram.In

particu1ar,the number of pure phases at low temperatures is

equal to the number of ground states.When the number of

ground states is infinite, no general results can be

inferred.However,there is one class of models,the

translation invariant ferromagnetic spin systems,where the

description of all translation invariant equilibrium states

is avai1ab1e:W.Holsztynski,J.Slawny [3,4,5].These results

are generalized here to an abelian ferromagnetic

case.Namely, at each site of the lattice is placed a finite

abelian group.The Hamiltonian in finite volume A can be

written as follows:

A A A
(1.1) HA = -§é§J(B)B J(B)2O

' A

1
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where the summation is over the group dual to the group of

configurations in A.In other words,the Hamiltonian is any

real,negative definite,translation invariant function on the

space of configurations.The problem is to find all

equilibrium states [6] in this model.

First consider some examples.The classical one is the

ferromagnetic Potts model with m components.The interaction

is given by:

(1.2) ö(x(a),x(b)) = 1 if x(a) = x(b)

O otherwise

where a,b is a pair of nearest neighbours on the cubic

lattice and x(a),x(b) are configurations at points a and b,

respectively. Since

m-1
(1.3) ö(x(a),x(b)) = 1/m E exp{(2nik/m)[x(a)—x(b)]}

k=O

the interaction is of the type (1.1) with Zm as a group of

configurations at one point.

The phase structure of Zm models was studied by

S.Elitzur, R.B.Pearson and J.Shigemitsu [7] because of their

role as a bridge between the Ising and XY model behaviour

(XY model can be seen as a limit case of Zm models when m

goes to infinity).They have shown that if m is above some

critical value,a massless soft phase,characteristic for XY
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model,will appear between two Ising type ordered and

disordered massive phases. When m goes to infinity, the

ordered phase disappears except the zero temperature and the

remaining two phases are those of the XY model.

Zm models were used by C.Gruber,A.Hintermann, and

D.Merlini [8,9] to investigate higher spin systems.They

mapped spin l system into Zm system with m=2l+1 by a set of

local transformations:

¢a : 0a+ Ha 6Zm a6L(lattice>where oa is a spin variable at
site a. Fourier transformation gave them new coupling

constants. They used the group structure to obtain certain

results like analyticity of pressure and then they inverted

{pa} returning to the initial system.

In this paper the structure of the family of equilibrium

states in ferromagnetic abelian systems at low temperatures

is investigated. The core idea is to use Peierls argument

as in [4].Namely,in the case of spin 1/2 on ZV lattice,

finite volume magnetization pX(ca) where px is a finite

volume A Gibbs state with "+" boundary condition)is studied.

(1.4) pX(ca) = 1-2 probabilityA{x(a)=-1}

There is a standard Peierls estimation for probability that

a configuration at site a is -1I

(1.5) probabilityA{x(a)=—1}$
é

nEe—BE
_
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where nE is the number of indecomposable excitations with

x(a)=-1 and energy E.If probability^{x(a)=—1] + O as B + »

independent of A then

(1.6) p+(¤a) = limA+L
~

at low temperatures.

Let G belongs to the symmetry group S and let pG=Gp+ hence

(1-7) p (¤ ) = ¤ (G)p+(¤)G a a a

pc is an extremal Gibbs state and pG¢ p+. Clearly,there

are at least ISI pure phases (extremal and periodic Gibbs

states).In fact, there are exactly ISI pure phases if ISI is

finite.This means that the whole symmetry group is broken in
p+

state.

On the other hand if there are too many excitations with

the same energy, some symmetries can be preserved at low

temperatures.It would be best to have a criterion when

Peierls argument can be applied.It is known for spin 1/2 on

ZV lattice that Peierls argument holds if and only if the

greatest common divisor of ideal generated by bonds of the

system in certain ring is a unit [4]. If it is not the

case, one can pass to the "reduced system" where the

standard argument can be used. The structure of the family

of equilibrium states of the system can be then established.
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The general ZR-invariant lattice case is more complicated

[5].The energy can be invariant under local modifications of

configurations.If this is the case,the system is a gauge

model.Complete results as in [4] are obtained in [5].

However,more advanced mathematics is required.In place of

the ring and its ideals,modules over the ring must be

considered.

The notation and the models are introduced in Chapter II

of this paper. Basic definitions are given and the basic
Q

theorem about the structure of periodic Gibbs states is

quoted.It is shown that in some cases the group of

configurations can be reduced.Namely,if we have a group G at

each site of the lattice then for some interactions the

system can be constructed with the group G' whose order is

less than the order of G.There is a natural one—to-one

correspondence between the family of Gibbs states of these

two systems. The second system can be studied by the

methods described in the next chapters.

Chapter III deals with the algebraic structure of the

system.In particular, the contours and the cycles are

defined.

In Chapter IV condition for using Peierls argument, the

so called-decomposition property is formulated.Also given

are criteria for this property to hold.Shown as well is that
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it is not necessary to consider gauge models on ZV in G=Zm

case.Passage to the new system,which is non—gauge,can be

achieved as described in the end of Chapter II.

Chapter V is restricted to ZV as a lattice — the so

called transitive case.In this chapter are generalized

results of [4] to Zm case where m is a product of different

primes.Namely,the criterion for the decomposition property

to hold and explicit expression for 8+ (the group of

characters on which p+
is greater than O) is given in terms

of bonds of the system.Also established is the criterion for

the decomposition property to hold in Zm case with arbitrary

m. Consider for example the group Zpn on Zv (p—prime).Let A

be the ideal in Zpn[Zv] generated by all bonds of the

system.Then it can be shown that the decomposition property

holds in system with ideal A if and only if it holds in

system with the ideal pn_1A.Because
p¤_1A

is a Zp[Z°]-

module and Zp is a field (Z2 in spin l/2) easy

generalization of spin l/2 technique can be applied here.

In Chapter VI the reduced system is constructed for

general ZY—invariant lattice and arbitrary finite abelian

group as a configuration at one point.This is a direct

generalization of [5].Also proven is uniquenes of reduction

in the transitive Zm case where m is a product of different

primes. The effective way of reduction for any transitive

Zm case is given, as well.
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In Chapter VII some necessary and sufficient conditions

for the decomposition property to hold on general Zv—·

invariant lattices are given.Chapter VIII contains

collection of theorems that show the analyticity of pressure

at low temperatures.Chapter IX contains examples.In

appendices mathematical background is provided.Also some new

theorems are proved.



Chapter II

NOTATION AND DESCRIPTION OF MODEL

2.1 CONFIGURATION SPACE

By lattice L is meant any ZY-invariant, discrete subset

of Rv. A finite abelian group G is placed at each site of

the lattice.

(2.1) X = X G
i6L

is a configuration space of the system
4

For A6X
pr{a}A = A(a) ,a6L

If G is equiped with the discrete topology then X becomes

the compact abelian group with product topology. '

(2.2) x^=®c
ieA _

is a finite volume configuration space where A is any finite

subset of L and ·

(2.3) xf=®c
ieL

We provide Xf with the discrete topology.G as a finite
l

abelian group can be decomposed as follows:

(2.4) c= c @...®cpi pk

where pi are primes and Gp are pi primary groups
i

8
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(2.5) cpi = zp§l@... Qzpis

The group dual to X is isomorphic to Xf (Theorem A4)

A
(2.6) X = Xf

A A
If A€Xf then we write A for corresponding element in X.

2.2 INTERACTION

The Hamiltonian in finite volume HA can be any
real,negative definite, and translation invariant function

on X^.By this it is meant that the Fourier decomposition of

HA is following:

A
(2.7) HA = — Z J(B)B

BEX/\

where J(B);O , J(B)=J(-B) and if B2 can be obtained from

B1 by translation then J(Bl)=J(B2).The family of bonds is

defined as follows:

(2.8) B = {B6Xf ; J(B)>O}

and it is assumed that there is a finite fundamental family

of bonds BO such that any element of B can be obtained in a

unique way by a translation of an element from BO.
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2.3 glgäg STATES

Let eg ,the identity of the group G, be placed everywhere

outside A.With this as a boundary condition, a finite volume

Gibbs state can be constructed.It is denoted traditionally

by pg. By means of correlation inequalities [10], standard

conclusions can be obtained.Namely,Gibbs state
p+

can be

constructed as a limit of pX when A+L. p+ is a translation

invariant state, extremal in the set of all Gibbs states,and

mixing. For any Gibbs state p :

+ A A
(2.9) p (A)2|p(A)| for any A6Xf

+ A
(2.10) p (B)>0 for all B6B.

Recently Pfister [11] proved some correlation inequalities

for G=Zm case.They can be trivially generalized to arbitrary

finite abelian group case.In fact, they can be obtained for

any compact abelian group: R.Fernandez [12].

+ A + A + AA _
(2.11) If p (A)>0 and p (B)>0 then p (AB)>0

(2.12) If and p+(B) = p(g)>O then

+ AA AA
p (AB) = ¢>(AB)

for any Gibbs state p and Ä,B€Xf

The following definitions are standard:

(2.13a) A - a subgroup of Xf generated by B
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(2.13b) 6+= maxf ;p+(1/;)>O}

(2.13c) S = {G6X;g(G)=1 for any Bsß}

(2.136) 3+ = {ca3;p·; = p+}

(2.14) A+
= {p;p is a Gibbs state and p(Q)=p+(Q)

for any A6A}.

It is Rnown [3,11,13] that if p6A+ then there is a measure u

on S/5+
such that

(2.15) p = I +p;u(dG)
S/S

p is translation invariant and ergodic if and only if u is.

At the temperature for which pressure is differentiable with

respect to it,any periodic Gibbs state is in A+.This can be

proven in a standard way using (2.9) and (2.12) as in

[3,11,13,17] The differentiability of pressure at low

temperatures is proved in Chapter VIII of this paper.Both 6+

and S+ depend on the temperature.However, it can be shown·

that at low enough temperatures 6+
and S+

are constant. The

number of periodic ,extremal Gibbs states at low

temperatures (from now on such states will be called pure

phases) is equal to [S/S+| at low temperatures. It will be

shown later that 6+/A is isomorphic to the group dual to ·

S/S+.This constitutes the following theorem:
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Theorem 2.1

The number of extremal,periodic Gibbs states is equal to

{8+/A§=]S/S+i at low temperatures.They are of the form

(2.15).

The main goal of this paper is to describe 8+ as completely

as possible. This can be used to count pure phases at low

temperatures.

2.4 REDUCTION Q; Tg; QgQg; Q; CONFIGURATIONS

In some systems the space of configurations can be

reduced.

Let X= X G be the configuration space of the system.
a6L A

Let Ga=Ker(pr{a}B) ; a6L and X'=a;LGa

Since X'CC1Sf, any Gibbs state of the system is X'—invariant

[5]-

Let X"=X/X'= X (G/Ga)
a6L

To describe the family of Gibbs states of the system it is

enough to take X" as the configuration space. In particular

it can be assumed without loss of generality that the least

common multiple of the orders of elements of 8 is equal to

the least common multiple of the orders of elements of G. In

the case of L=Z° and G=Zm it means that there is always a

non—zero divisor in 80 (cf.Appendix B). _



Chapter III

ALGEBRAIC STRUCTURE OF THE SYSTEM

The notions of contours and cycles will be introduced

here.These are generalizations of the definitions from

[4].Algebraic structure developed in this chapter will allow

us to use Peierls argument to prove that for some systems

there are at least two pure phases at low temperatures;i.e.,

phase transition occurs.

3.1 CONTOURS ggg CYCLES

Let A6Xf , Ä(X) is a finite group with multiplications of

complex numbers as a group action.

Proposition 3.1

A
g(X) is a cyclic group with the order equal to lA|,the

order of A.In particular for every A6Xf there is XA6Xf ;
A
A(XA>=@xp{2¤i/IA!}

A
Proof: A(X) is a subgroup of the group of IG}-th roots of

unity.Hence Ä(X) is cyclic as a subgroup of a cyclic group

ZIGI. If for any a€Ä(X))ak=1 then Ak=1.This proves the

equality of the orders. |

Denote:

(3.1) M =B;B ZIB!

13
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(3.2) mf =
B2; ZIBI

If each cyclic group is equiped with the discrete topology

then M becomes the compact abelian group with the product

topology. Mf with the discrete topology is the locally

compact abelian group.Let m be the least common multiple of

the orders of elements of BO.By remarks in 2.4 m is equal to

l.c.m. of the orders of elements of G. Both M and Mf are
Zm[Zv]-modules (cf.Appendix B). Moreover)Mf is a reflexive

finitely generated module. X and Xf are also Zm[Zv]-

modules.Two useful module homomorphisms can be constructed.

Let
A

(3.3) K(x)=(B(x))B€B ,x6X

Then by Prop.3.l it can be written

X(x)=a6M where B(x)=exp{2ni¤(B)/|B|} so

X : X+M

Let now a6M

(3.4) :(¤) = E ¤(B)B so
B6B

s : M+X

The sum converges in the topology of X because the

interaction is of finite range.It is easy to see that both X

and s are continuous module homomorphisms.

The following definitions are standard

(3.5a) F=Im(X) Ff=X(Xf)

(3.5b) K=Ker(s) Kf=KnMf
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From the definition S=Ker(X), A=s(Mf) and let Sf=SnXf. By

continuity of s and X , K and S are closed subgroups of-

M.Because X is compact so is F and as a subset of a

Hausdorff space M,P is closed.By density of Xf in X, Pf is

dense in F.In general, Kf and Sf are not dense in K and S
respectively.It is shown later that density of Kf in K is

equivalent to the so called decomposition property and

density of Sf in S to the absence of phase transitions at

low temperatures.Elements of Pf are called contours and
elements of Kf are called cycles.

3.2 BICHARACTERS gg gXX4AND gxg¥

It is known that X,Xf and M,Mf are mutually dual groups

(cf.Appendix A). For x6X , y6Xf
A

(3-6) <><,y>Ey(x)=¤6xpi2¤i( E ><i(a)yi(a))/|GiI}
a6L i=l

r
where G=(:)Gi is the decomposition into cyclics

i=l ä
X= X. X.= X G.

i=l 1 1 a6L 1
r

x= E xi x6Xi ;
i=l .

similarly for ¤l6M , ¤26Mf

(3.7) <¤1,a2>= exp{2ni¤l(B)a2(B)/IBI}
B6B

Proposition 3.2

(a) <X(x),¤>=<x,s(¤)> where x6X,a6Mf

(b) <¤,X(x)>=<s(¤),x> where x6Xf,¤6M

Proof: Denote K(x)=B6M
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<w<x>.¤>= N expz2¤1ß<B>¤<B>/IB: ;= V) B<><B>“‘B’°‘B’=
BEB B6B

A
· = V1 B(xB)ß(B)°‘(B) = I') B(x)°‘(B)=<x,g(¤)>

B6B BsB
The second part of the proposition can be proven in the same

marmer. ·

Let N¤Mf (Xf) then clN E ClNnMf (ClNnXf)
Proposition 3.3

i_ i_ i_ i_(a) Pf —K K —Ff Kf —F F —Kf
l -(b) (ClKf) — clff

(c) s=A*

(d) (ClSf)l = clA

<e> 6* =
<S‘“>*

Proof: Let ¤6Mf then by Prop.3.2(a) ¤6Tl iff s(¤)=eX so ¤6Kf

hence rl
= Kf.Because F is closed,by Theorem A2

Kfl=Fll=F.The rest of (a) follows from Prop.3.2 in the same

way.
i _ 1 _ _(b) (ClKf) — Kf nMf — PnMf — clFf

(c) follows from prop.3.2(a)

To prove (d) it is enough to notice that by prop.3.2(b)

sf=(c1A)* sa sf*=c1A
(c1sf)* = sfl n xf = am
(e) follows directly from the definition of $+,8+ and the

fact that BCB+. |



Chapter IV

THE DECOMPOSITION PROPERTY AND PEIERLS ARGUMENT

There is a standard Peierls estimation for the

probability of occurence of a given contour (Lemma 4.5). It

vanishes exponentially when temperature approaches zero. It

can be shown that in some systems (the systems which satisfy

the decomposition property) contours which are not the sum

of two other contours are connected (in the sense described

below). If this is the case, then in the estimation of the

type (1.5), only connected contours are used.The number of

connected contours can be majorized (Proposition 4.4) and

the appropriate limit (cf.(l.5)) exists (Theorem 4.6).

4.1 THE DECOMPOSITION PROPERTY
·

Let B6Xf _Q;{a6L;B(a)#eG}

<16M a= U Q”
B;a(B)¢O

suppa={B;¤(B)¢O}

For QELCRV a=(al,...,av)

Ial=max{|al|,---.[av!}

diam B = max{Ia—b| a,b6Qj diam ¤=dimnjL

For Bl,B2 6 Xf

17
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ö(B1,B2)=diSt(_BL1,§2)=1¤f§la·bI„aEB.l„b6ä2}

mesh BO = max{diam §;B6BO}

Let N be a natural number greater than the range of

interaction.a can be treated as a graph (V,E)N where

V={_E;;¤(B)¢¤}

E={(U,W) ; U,W6V , ö(U,W)$N}.

The components of this graph will be called N—components.

Definition 4.1

The interaction has the decomposition property if there

exists a non-negative integer N such that the N—components

of contours are again contours.

In other words the decomposition property holds if and only

if there exists an integer N such that for each x6Xf there ~

exists a natural number n=n(x) and x1,...,x¤6Xf such that:

(a) X(xi) is N-connected

(b) suppX(xi)nsuppX(xj)=¢ l$i<j$n

n
<<=> E ¥<><i)=¥(x>

i=l
n n

In that case X( E xi)=X(x) so x= Z xi+y where y6Sf and
i=l i=1

if pr^xfprASf then there is i such that

prAxi{pr^Sf.If¤1!Suppal=a2ISupp al then we write ¤lC¤2.
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4.2 ESTIMATIONS ggg ggg gglg THEOREM

For finite ACL let

F(N,A,l)=X({xeXf;Z(x) is N-connected;[X(x)[=l;pr^ xjpr^Sf])

F(N,A)= E F(N,A,l).
l=l

The upper bound for card P(N,A,l) can be found.

Lemma 4.2 g
Let 1 be a natural number and let BeB.The number of ¤'s

such that ¤6Mf and is N-connected,|¤|=l and Besuppa is not l
greater than [(2b+2N+l)vb]2l-2 where b=max(|BO||G|,mesh BO)

This is a straightforward generalization of Lemma 2.3 in

[4].

Lemma4.3For

any B6B the number of translates of B contained in

{supp¤;¤6F(N,A,l)} is not greater than [2(l(b+N)+m)+diamA]°

Proof:(due to J.Slawny) First it will be shown that there

exists m>O such that if prAx{pr^Sf then

dist(äLg),A)$m.Indeed, Pf is a finitely generated and

finitely supported Zm[Z°]- module (cf.Appendix C).According

to Theorem C13, there exists a set of generators Ki=X(xi)

xisxf i=l,...,n such that if X(x)CA' , x6Xf then
n v . .X(x)=ig1giXi ; gi6Z and giÄi€A'.gow if A' 1S far from A
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then prAgixi=prAeX where ex is a configuration equal to eG
everywhere and eG is an identity of G

n
x- E gixi 6 Sf so a contradiction arisesbeccnxöß

i=1

·pr^xfprASf.
Now because the contours are N—connected and of length l

then the number of translates of any B6B contained in

{supp¤;¤6F(N,A,l)} is not greater than [2(l(b+N)+m)+diamA]v |

Now it follows immediately that

Proposition 4.4

Card F (N,A,l) s b[(2b+2N+l)°b]2l_2[2(l(b+N)+m)+diamA]°

If A¤A' we have the following estimation

Lwma4ß

¤X•({><:¤¤¥(><)}> S expi-G E K (BH
Bssuppa

‘
where c=2—2cos(l/IGI) a6F(N,A,l) and K(B)>O for any B6B

Proof:

+ + +pA•<{><:¤¤¥(><)})=( Z@><p{—HA•(><)}>/( Z@xp{—HA•(><)}>S
>\3Xf:X^; X3)(gX^• ,

q«e gha
++ .S(Ze><p§—HA·(X)lexpi—>ZK(B>+2K(B)<—=Xp{2¤1¤(B)/IBIH)/(>1<==xp{—H^•(x)}>S

P ^=~^PP = A =S exp{_c E MB); I
SuPpg(x\ suppox qö

ßmcßbéo
The estimations can be applied to get the following:

Theorem 4.6 [5] q
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The decomposition property implies that for any finite

A¤L and s>O,for low enough temperatures:

p+({xeX ; prAx6pr^Sf})>l—s

Proof: Let N be such that the system has N- decomposition

property. Then for any x6Xfsuch that pr^x/prASf there exists

a6T(N,A),aCX(x)

Therefore pX,(x;prA%épr^Sf)S 2 pX,({x;¤CX(x)})
czeI‘(N,A)

Let K=min K(B)>O then
B6B

+ (x6X pr xfpr S )S E 2 exp{ ckl}S
‘

P v Z ‘

^ ^ ^ f 1=1 ¤€r(N,A,1)
S Zb[(2b+2N+l)°b]2l_2[2(l(b+N)+m)+diamA]°exp{-ckl}
l=l

The series converges for K large enough (at low enough

temperatures) and goes to zero uniformly in A' as

temperature goes to zero. pX,conVerges weakly to p+and the

theorem follows. |

Corollary 4.7 [5]

For systems with the decomposition property S+
= ClSf at

low temperatures.

Proof:Obviously ClSfCS+.Let yfClSf,and it will be shown that
yjS+.There exists finite ACL such that pr^yfprASf.Let the

temperature be such that Theorem 4.6 holds with s<l/2 then

p+(><·pr xepr S )=r>+(P1“ X6 pr (—y)+pr S )Sy ' A A f A L A f

Sp+(x;pr^xypr^Sf)<l/2 so p;¢p+ which means that y/S+. |
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Corollary 4.8 [5]

For systems with the decomposition property B+=clA at low

temperatures.
l

Proof: 6+=(s+)*=(c1sf)*=c1A |

4.3 CRITERIA Egg Tg; DECOMPOSITION PROPERTY TQ BQLQ

Theorem 4.9[5]The

following conditions are equivalent to the

decomposition property:

(a) ClKf=K

(b) clFf=Ff

(C) Kf*¤Mf=rf
Proof:It is easy to see that (a),(b) and (c) are equivalent

one to another.First it will be shown that (a) implies the

decomposition property.Kf is a submodule of Mf — finitely

generated module over a Noetherian ring Zm[ZV] so there are

ß1,...,Bn6Kf such that they generate Kf (B). Ff=Kl and

ClKf=K so ßeMf is in Pf if and only if it is orthogonal to

all translates of ßl,...,ßn. Let N=max diam_§i , aeff , a'
be N—component of ¤.If B is a translate of one of Bi's and

äng:¢¢ then än(g;gl)=¢ so <a',ß>=<¤,ß> so a' is orthogonal to

ß so a'6Ff hence the decomposition property holds.

Now it will be proved by contraposition that the

decomposition property implies (b).Suppose B is in F nMf but
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not in Ff.Since Pf is dense in F there exists a net Bi of
elements of Pf converging to B.Fix now N and take R,finite

family of elements from B such that supp B C R and

dist(g,L-R)>N There is iR such that if i2iR then Bi|R=BIR so
B is a N-component of Bi hence the decomposition property

does not hold. |

Proposition 4.10 [14]

For every finite ACL there is n2O such that for any y6X

such that pr^y is fixed and pr^yfprAS there is B6B with
A

dist(B„A)Sn and B(y)¢1.

Proof:Assume that there is AeL such that for every n20 there
A

is yn such that prAy¤ is fixed and B(y¤)=1 if

dist(B,A)sn.Because X is compact, { yn} has a cluster point

y and obviously y6S so a contradiction is obtained. |

Theorem 4.11 [5]

If the symmetry group S is finite and the dimension of ·

the lattice is greater or equal than 2 then the

decomposition property holds.

Proof:Let aeL and [a,m]={b6L;|a—b|$m},m>0.By Prop.4.10 for

any m there exists n>O such that for any x6X,a6L if
A

S t ' B t t B ¢pr[a/m]x6pr[a ml here is 6B such ha (x) 1 and
dist(B,a)$n.Let X(x)6c1Ff.It follows that for any m there
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exists t such that pr[alm]x6pr[alm]S if |a|2t.On the other

hand,it is easy to see that since S is finite for any large

enough m the following extension property holdszif

andthen
s1=s2.So there exists h6S and a number t such that

prL_[OIt]x=prL_[O’t]h.But then x—h6Xf and X(x-h)=X(x) which
shows that X(x)6Ff.It proves that clFf=Ff so by Theorem

4.9(b) the decomposition property holds. |

For one dimensional systems a stronger version of this

theorem is obtained but it is not of interest here (Appendix

D).

If L=Z° more specific criterion for the decomposition

property to hold can be obtained (Chapter V).

4.4 NON—GAUGE MODELS

If Sf is not trivial or, in other words, X is not

injective on Xf then the model is called a gauge model.In

the case of non—gauge models, the following is an easy

consequence of Theorem 4.7.

Theorem 4.12

In non—gauge models with the decomposition property B+=Xf

at low temperatures.

Proof:The decomposition property implies that S+=ClSf.Sf is

trivial so S+ is trivial.Finally B+=(S+)i=Xf. |
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Take a non—gauge model with the decomposition property.If
A A

sl,s26
S then there exists B¤Xf B(s1)¢B(s2) (cf. Theorem

^ +^^ +^ ++A1). So B(s )p (B)¢B(s )p (B) hence p ¢p so there1 2 sl sz
are at least ISI pure phases at low temperatures ;in fact

exactly ISI pure phases(cf.2.3).

If IS|<~ then the assumption of Theorem 4.12 is satisfied.

Theorem 4.13

If the symmetry group S is finite there are ISI pure

phases at low temperatures.

Proof:S is finite so the decomposition property holds and

S+=ClSf If Sf is non—trivial then it is infinite so Sf is
trivial because S is finite.Finally S+ is trivial. |

It is a well known fact that in spin 1/2 case there are

no gauge models on L=Zv
lattice.This is still true in a more

general setting.

Theorem 4.14

There are no gauge models on L=Zv
in G=Zm case.

Proof:First consider the case of G=Zpn.Let x6Xf,x¢eX and l
is the biggest number such that pl

divides pr{a}xEx(a) for

all a6x;Let b be the last (in the sense of lexicographic

order) element of_x_such that
pl+1

does not divide x(b).Take
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now B6BO such that there is a6B_and p does not divide B(a)

(such B exists by the assumption about interaction, cf.

2.4).Let a' be the first of such x's and Ba, is the
A

translate of B by b—a'.It can be shown that Ba,(x)¢1

A A i
B ,(x)=exp{(2ni X B ,(a)x(a))/pn} so B ,(x)=l if anda v a aa6Z
only if E vBa,(a)x(a)=O (mod pn).

a6Z

E vBa,(a)x(a)=Ba,(b)x(b)+ 2 vBa,(a)x(a)
aaZ _ a6Z

and pl+l
divides E vBa,(a)x(a) and does not divide

a6Z
B ,(b)x(b) so Z B ,(a)x(a)#O (mod pn).a v aa6Z

This finishes the proof for G=Zpn case.
Assume now that G=Zm so

where pi's are different prime

numbers.If x6Xf , x#eX denote x=(xl,...,xk) where xisXfi
xfi=;g;vzp§i There is l,l$l$k such that xl#eXfl.From the
previous case we know that there is B6BOsuch that
A
B(e ,...,x ,...,e )¢lX1 l Xk

A
It is easy to see that B(x)¢l. |
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TRANSITIVE CASE (L=Zv)

The results of [4] are generalized here.Namely,the

criteria for the decomposition property to hold and the

explicit expression for 8+
in terms of bonds of the system

are found here.

5.1 G=Z1$m;; A PRODUCT Q; DIFFERENT PRIME NUMBERS

Xf can be identified with Zm[Zv] (cf. Appendix B).

Zm[Z°] is isomorphic to the direct product of the rings
K

Zp [Zv]7Pl are prime numbers,m=|W pl.If PaZm[Zv] there is
l l=l

the unique decomposition:

k 1 1 VP= E (m/pl)P where OSP (a)<pl for any a6Z
l=l

For Baß let aBaMf be such that ¤B(A)=öB’A any Aaß.For any
aaMf there are unique PBaZm[Zv],Ba8O such that m/|B| divides
PB(a) for any aa;B and

(5.1) a= E (IB]/m)P cz
Baßo B B

Lmma5J

Let a= E (IB]/m)P cz
Baßc B B

ß= E Q on
BEBOB B

be two elements of Mf

27
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a is orthogonal to all translates of XB for any X6Zm if and

only if E P I(Q )=O -BeBOB B

Proofza is orthogonal to all translates of XB for any X6Zm

if and only if it is orthogonal to RB for any ReZm[ZV].

<¤,Rß>=@xp{(2¤i/m) E E vPB(a)(RQB)(¤)}=
BEBO a6Z

=@xpi(2¤i/m) E Z „(PI(QB))(a)R(a)}
B6BO a6Z

where I(QB)(a)=QB(—a) hence

<a,RB>=l if and only if E PBI(QB)=O |
l Beßo

Let xlexf xl(a)=eG if &¢O,äEZv xl(O)=(m/l)tl where tl6Zpl

is such that tl(m/l)2=m/l (mod m)

Pf as a Zm[Zv]—module is generated by {X1} lslsk where

Xl=X(xl).

Notice that Pf is also generated by one element,namely

k
vXO= E Xl.In fact Pf is isomorphic to Z [Z ].It will be

l=l m
discussed in Chapter-VI.It is easy to see that

l(5-2) Xl= Z (IB!/pl)I (B)¤B
B€BO

so X = E (IBI/m)I(B)a .

Let BO={Bl,...,Bn} and if n>l for l$i<jsn

(5.3) ßij=Bi¤B·—BjaB.
3 1

s(Bij)=BiBj—BjBi=O so Bij6Kf.
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Lemma 5.2

If the greatest common divisor {Bl,B6BO} is a unit in

Zp
[Zv] for any l and a is orthogonal to all translates of

1
kßij for any k6Zm then ¤6Ff.

n
Proof:Let ¤= Z (|Bi|/m)Pi¤i where

ai=¤B
.By Lemma 5.1 the

i=l i
orthogonality of a to all translates of Xßij for any X6Zm is

equivalent to

(5.4) PjI(Bi)=PiI(Bj) 1,3=1,...,n

which means

1 1 _ l 1(5.5) PjI (Bi)—PiI (Bj) for any 1

Since I is an automorphism of the ring Z [ZV]pi
g.c.d.{Il(B);B6BO} is a unit in Zp [ZV] so it follows

1
from(5.5) that for 1 such that card(Bl;B6BO)>1 there exists

such that1 pl
¤l_ fl 1 . v(5.6) Pi —Pi I (Bi) in Zpl[Z ].

:1 •1 1 1 _ .Hence (Pi —Pj )I (Bi)I (Bj)—O and since there are no zero

divisors in Zp [ZV] it follows that and
1

P1=PlIl(B.)1 1
For 1 such that and B; is a unit in

Zp [ZV] it can be also written:
1

1_ 1 l 1_ 1 1 -1Pm—P I(Bm) where P —PmI(Bm)

n k l 1Finally a= 2 Z (m/pl)(|Bi]/m)P I (Bi)¤i=
i=l 1=1

k n k1 1 1= E P E (IB I/p )I (B.)a.= 2 P X
1=1 1=1 1 1 1 11=1 1
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l 1 -
k

l .Let D be g.c.d.{B ;B6BO} then D- E (m/p )D 15 g.c.dßB)
1:1 l O

and vice versa (cf. Appendix B).

Theorem 5.3
P

The system has the decomposition property if and only if

g.c.d.(BO) is a unit.

Proofzthe if part

Let N=max diam Bij It will be shown that N—components of
l

contours are contours.Let ¤6Ff and a' is N—component of ¤.If

B is a translate of Xßij for some X6Zm,l$i<jsn and_Bng:#¢

then Bp(a—¤')=¢.This shows that <a',B>=<a,B> but B6Kf,¤6Ff so

<¤,B>=l and finally a' is orthogonal to B.Hence by Lemma 5.2

¤°6Ff.
the only if part

Let 1 be such that Dl=g.c.d{Bl;B6BO} is not a unit in

z [z"1 „pl
w_ l l _Let Xl—(m/pl)wl E (IBI/pl)I(B /D )¤B—

B6BO
1 l=(m/pl)wl E (IBI/pl)I (B)/I (D) ¤=B : wle-Zpl

BEBO

where Bl/Dl
6Zp [ZV];(Bl/Dl)Dl=Bl XY6Ff for any

l

wleZp ,because if not then it would follow that XY=PXl;
1

PeZm[ZV] (it is easy to see that to generate xy we need

only Xl)

1 l _ l 1(m/pl)P (IBI/pl)I(B )(e)—(m/pl)wl(|B|/pl)(I (B)/I (D))(e)
(mod |B|)

for any aeZv so
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Pl1l(B)1'(¤)=1l(B)w in z
[z“1

l pl

PlIl(D)=wlxO in Z [Zv]
pl

where asZv

It contradicts the fact that Dl is not a unit.On the otherhand ’
is in rf.

Now if Il(D)= E Il(D)(a)a then Il(D)p?= E Il(D)(a)p¤a
äézv aézv l

(cf. Appendix C). so for any fixed N, n can be found such

that N-components of (m/pl)Il(D)p?Xg are translates of

(m/pl)Il(D)(a)XY hence do not belong to Ff.This means that

the decomposition property does not hold. |

REDUCTION

Let B be a translation invariant family of elements of

Xf with a finite fundamental subfamily BO.Let DeZm[ZV] and

suppose that D is not a zero divisor.

Let B'={DB;BeB}.

Let K be a ferromagnetic translation invariant interaction

with bonds B and let K'(DB)=K(B);B6B.The theorem below

indicates that the systems with interactions K and K' are,

in a sense, isomorphic.
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Theorem 5.4

If p+ and p'+ are the equilibrium states corresponding

to the interactions K and K' respectively then
-.^ +^(5.7) p' (DA)=p (A) any AeXf

l A
(5.8) p' (A)=O if A¢(D)

where (D)={DA;AeXf]

Proof:The proof of corresponding theorem from [4] will be

followed exactly.Some steps will be just sketched.

Let for AeXf A'=DA BA={aA;aeZv} and let KA be the

interaction with bonds BA such that KA(B)=l for any BeBA

Step 1

(5.9) P(K+)KA)=P(K'+XKA,) XeR (equality of pressures)

The formula (5.7) follows from the fact that .
A

p+(A)=limA-l(P(K+XKA)-P(K))
x+O*

If A¢(D) then there is l,1$l$k such that Al{(Dl) in Zp
[ZV]

1
n

((m/pl)0l)p1= Z „(m/pl)Dl(a)p?a in Zp lZ°1 (B)
aeZ l

Since p'+ is a translation invariant and clustering it

follows that

„+(5-10)llmp (((m/pl)D ) 1 A)- lp ((m/pl)D (a)A)
n+~ aeg

On the other hand, obtained by( 5.7) is

p' (((m/Pl)D )pl A)=p' (Dpl(m/pl)A )=

A)
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so to prove( 5.8) it is enough to show thatZ\-
+ lpnl

(5.11) p (((m/pl)D ) 1 A)+O as n+«

and use (2.11) to conclude that if p'+(kA)=O; k is a natural

number then p'+(Ä)=O

Step 2

1 pn" 1Card(D ) 1 A +¤ as n+»

where multiplication is performed in Zpl[Zv].

Step 3 consists of the lemma which is true in a more more

general setting:G is any finite abelian group,L is any ZV

invariant lattice.

Lemma 5.5

For any ferromagnetic,finite range interaction and for

any sequence An6Xf with A¤+» as n+~ p+(An)+O as n+~.

This finishes the proof of Theorem 5.4 |

Let now K be any ferromagnetic,translation invariant

interaction of finite range and let D=g.c.d.(B). Let K' be

the interaction with bonds B' obtained by factoring out D

from the bonds of B:

B={DB;B6B'} and such that K'(B)=K(DB)

Obviously g.c.d.(B') is a unit.Applying Theorem 5.4 and then

Theorem 4.12 to the system with interaction K'—the reduced

system, the following is obtained:
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Theorem 5.6

For any temperature

(5.12) p+(1§Ä)=p'+(Ä) for any AeXf

+ A
(5.13) p (A)=O if Af(D)

where p+,p'+ correspond to K and K' respectively.In

particular,for low enough temperatures, B+=(D).

5.2 Qj§p”3§ lä A QELME NUMBER

Let A be an ideal in Zm[Zv],m any natural number and let

BO={Bl,...,B¤} be a finite family of its generators (Zm[Zv] ·

is a Noetherian ring so there is at least one such

family).The lattice system with BO as a fundamental family

of bonds has the decomposition property if it has this

property with respect to any other finite family of

generators of A.To see this it is enough to combine Theorem

4.9(b) and the fact that S=AL.If this is the case then A

satisfies the decomposition property or simply A is reduced.

Proposition 5.7

Let
Al¤A2

be the two ideals in Zp[Zv],p—prime; then if Al

is reduced then A2 is reduced.

Proofzlf Al is reduced then by Theorem 5.3 g.c.d. of its

generators is a unit.Then g.c.d. of the generators of A2 is

also a unit so A2 is reduced by the same theorem. I

Let A be the ideal in Zpn[Zv],p—prime and ApE{Ä€A;pA=O}
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s(Ap)s(Ap>* sap}
yProposition 5.8 . A

S(Ap)=pX+S where X= X Z n
i6ZV p
A

Proof:Let Y=X/S so YEA It will be shown that

Ap=(pY)i.Really for every y6Y and AEA

<pA,y>=<A,py> LetA6(pY) then<pA,y>=l for every y6Y so pA=O

by Theorem Al hence A6Ap.Conversely if A€Ap then <A,py>=l

for every y6Y so A€(pY)l.

Now let f:X+Y be a canonical homomorphism and (Ap)l the

annihilator of Ap in X then

(Ap)l=f_1(pY) and finally (Ap)l=pX+S |

By Theorem 4.9(b) decomposition property holds if and only

if clFf=Ff _
This is equivalent to the implication

X(x) is finite + x=y+s x6X,y6Xf,s6S

Now it will be proven for Zp [ZV] case the following:

Lemma 5.9

If Ap
and pA are reduced then A is reduced.

Proof:Let X(x) be finite then obviously Xp(x) is finite

where Xp(x) is a contour for Ap
system for fixed choice of

I
generators of Ap

as the bonds.

By assumption and Prop.5.8 x=yl+sl+pxl where yl6Xf $165

xl6X
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By the general assumption (cf.2.4) there is a bond in A

system whose order is equal to pn.Now it is easy to see that

Kp(x) is finite where Xpis a contour for pA system.

Hence xl=y2+s2 where y26Xf;

and obviously ps26S

Finally x=y1+py2+sl+ps2 and hence A is reduced. |

Theorem 5.lO

A is reduced if and only if pn-kA is reduced.
l

Proof: the if part
pk 1:-1Let us introduce A E{A6p A;pA=O} k=l,...,n—l

¤_l n—l n—2
(5.14) p ACAP mp ¤...mp

k
It is easy to see that

pn—lA
and Ap are reduced in Zpn[Zv]

. . n—l n—l n—l pk
1f and only 1f(1/p )[p A] and (1/p )A are reduced 1H

z{z"} '
p

n—1Now if p A is reduced then by (5.14) and Proposition 5.7
kAp

is reduced for every k=1,..,n—l

n—l
p¤_lA,Ap

Cp¤—2A
so by Lemma 5.9 p¤_%A is reduced.

n-1
p¤_l

n—k—l
p A,A Cp A k=2,...,n—1 so using the lemma n—2 times

more A is reduced.

the only if part (by contraposition)
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n-1 _ n-1 .Assume that p B—p (B/D)D for BeBO—fam1ly of

generators of A where B/D;D6Zp[Zv] and D is not a unit.Let

’(5.l5) xö=pP'1 2 (1(B)/1(D))¤B
B€BO

Xéfff because otherwise for BEBO such that IBl=p¤

n-1
1

_ . v(5.16) p (I(B)/I(D))—RI(B) 1H Zpn[Z ]

where R6Zpn[Zv]

Now it is easy to see (cf.the proof of Proposition B2) that

. so

n-1 _ n-1 ,(5.17) p (I(B)—p R I(B)I(D)

and D is a unit in Zp[Zv].

Xésclff Really if f6(Ff)O then

1 _ 1 _ n-1 _
(5.18) I(D)f(KO)—f(I(D)KO)—f(p XO)—O

so f(Xg)=O because I(D) is not a zero divisor as an element

of Zpn[Zv].By Theorem 4.9(b) A is not reduced.|

5.3 G=Z„„vnARBITRARY

The criterion for the decomposition property to hold in

G=Zm case, m arbitrary, is provided here.
Yi

Let m= Vlpäi pi—prime numbers.If x6X then
i=1

x= m p.1 x. ; x.6 x .21/1**1 Zk
1=1 1 1 1 jar P11

Bi={(m/p§i)B;B6B} where B is the family of bonds.
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If X(x) is a contour with respect to B then Xi(x) is a

contour with respect to Bi.

Lemma 5.11

X(x)6clPf iff for any i Xi(x)6clFfi.

Proof:It follows easily from the properties of prime

numbers.|

Theorem 5.12 °

The system B has the decomposition property iff Bi has

the decomposition property for every i.

Proof: the if part

Assume that X(x) is finite then by Lemma 5.11 Xi(x) is

finite i=l,...,n.Because Bi is reduced so there is yi6xf

such that Xi(yi)=Xi(x) and we can choose (yi)j=O if i¢j.
“

1Let y= Z y 6 Xf
i=1 _

K(y)=X(x) hence B is reduced.

the only if part

Assume that Xi(x) is finite then X((m/p§i)xi) is finite

so there is y6Xf such that

X((m/p§i)xi)=X(y) and finally

¥i(><)=Xi<y> I
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Bi system can be investigated by means of Theorem 5.10.

Theorem 5.12 is obviously true in general ZY·invariant

lattices.However, for Zpn group the characterization of the

decomposition property is not available.This problem will be

addressed again in Chapter VII.



Chapter VI

GENERAL ZQ-INVARIANT LATTICES

This is a direct generalization of [5]. The expression

for 8+ will be found here.First the reduced system (L'K') in

which decomposition property holds is constracted. 8+is

found and then by a homomorphism used in the construction of

reduced system 8+can be obtained.By Theorem 2.1 all

extremal, periodic Gibbs states are found.

6.1 REDUCTION

Let (L,K),(L',K') be two lattice systems. Let ¢ be a

continuous homomorphism of X to X' and let ;:x;+xf be its

dua1.¢ is a morphism from (L,K) to (L',K') if it commutes

with the action of ZV
and satisfies the following three

conditions:

(1) ¢(Xf)¢Xf'
A

(2) ¢ intertwines the interactions K and K': ¢ yields

a bijecticm ß'—>B such that |B'|=|¢(B')] and 1<(¢(B))=1<'(B)

for any B68'

(3) If ¢ : M+M' is the isomorphism induced by 2 (namely,if

¢(¤)=¤' then a(;(B))=¤'(B) for any B68') then ¢(Ff) is dense

in Pf'.

@0
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Theorem 6.1 [5]

Let (L,K) and (L',K') be two ferromagnetic lattice

systems and let ¢ be a morphism from (L,K) to (L',K‘).If the

system (L',K') has decomposition property then:

(6.1) ¢p+=p'+ hence

/\
+ ^ + ^

p' (A)=p (¢(A)) for all A6Xf

+ A A
(6.2) p (A)=O if A{¢(clA')

Proof:If x6Sf then for any B'6B'
A ‘ — .·

<¢(x),B'>=<x,¢(B')>=l so ¢(x)6Sf hence ¢(Sf)CSf and

therefore ¢(ClSf)CClSg.

Let Y=X/ClSf Y'=X'/ClS£

and let ¢ : Y+Y' be the homomorphism induced by ¢.Now it

will be shown that ¢ is surjective.Surjectivity of w is
A yx A

equivalent to injectivity of the dual map ¢:Y'+Y. On the
A

other hand,since Y=X/ClSf,Y is identified with (ClSf)l

which is equal to clA by Prop.3.3(d).Thus surjectivity of ¢
A

is equivalent to injectivity of the restriction of ¢ to

c1A'.First it will be shown that ¢(K)CK'. For ¤6Mf,B6M

-1(6-4) <¤)¢(ß)>=<¢ (¤),ß>

Because (L',K') has the decomposition property then by

Theorem 4.9 ClKf=K.Let ß6K then for every aefg <¢_l(a),ß>=1

so <a,¢(ß)>=l for every aefé hence ¢(ß)€K'.Th€ injectivity of
A

the restriction of ¢ to clA' follows now easily.
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_ ,+ _ n , „ 1 ,+Since p is ClSf invariant (C1Sf=S ) and

c1A'=(ClS;)l,to prove (6.1) it is enough to show that there

exists a constant c such that for any AecLA',k>O

I ...(6.5) P(K +xKA)—c+P(K+xK$(A))
A

Because ¢(A)6clA,K+XK$(A) and K'+XKA define the factor

interactions on Y and Y' respective1y.These factor

interactions are mapped one onto another by ¢.Hence (6.5)

follows from the results on the transport of pressure under

surjective maps [15].

To prove (6.2) it is enough to show that
A A

p+(A)=O if AeclA-¢(clA')

B+¤c1A always and it is an easy consequence of the fact that

and p+
is C1Sf invariant.

Now,there exists D6Zm[Zv],D#O such that Dc1ACA and D is not

a zero divisor (Theorem C1l).The proof of Theorem 5.4 is now

followed.
A K mLet A6clA—¢(clA') m=[7 pll;pl are all different primes so

l=l
_ k _ k m 1 1 vZm— X Z ml and D- 2 (m/pll)D where D 6Z ml[Z ].1=1 pl 1=1_n pl

"‘*
I.Let Ai=[(m/p’i‘1)Dl1P1 A Aäezx „

Let
Al

6A' be such that ;(Äl )=Al
n n n

Now there is re Zpml such that there is a sequence of
1

natural numbers in such that

m (pmlgh m '"(m/pll> l =r(m/pll) (m¤d m)
and .

1
“‘1 M P 1>‘P1 ) = 2 t<m/pT1>¤jej“)

j=1
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where t does not depend on n if n is large enough,
g§“)€z“

as n+« if i¢j;pl does not divide at

least one D§#O, say Di (Lemma B1).

As in Theorem 5.4 we get

t.1
’“1 Wl 1lm p+<((m/pTl>D )(pl ) A)= VF p+<r(m/pTl>DjA)

— /\ /\1
‘“1

°" ^ 1 1¤+(((m/pTl)D )(pl ) A)=p+(¢(Ai'))=p'+(Ai') by (6-l)-
Y] Ö

+ ß»
As before (2.11) can be used to show that if p (kA)=O then

A
p+(A)=O;k is a natural number.Now to finish the proof it is

enough to show that card_A;'+~ as n+~.

Therem 4.9(b) applied to clA' in place of Pf shows that
clA‘

has the decomposition property; i.e., there exists N such

that for any A6c1A' its N—components belong to clA'.Let

Ci;i6I be the N—components of can be assumed that N
is so large that for any X,y€X£ such that ö(x/y)2N,

A A A A A l¢(x)n¢(y)=¢.Then ¢(Ci)n¢(Cj)=¢ i#j
u ¢(ci)=An

-—- -——— 1
t

Al= u (m/pm1)D¥A. where A.=g{¤)A
¤j:l l J 1 J J

A
Let I(j)={i6I;¢(Ci)nAj¢¢}

I(k)nI(j)=¢ for each lsjst k#j then

m 1 (¤) _ ^ . .(m/p l)D g A- Z ¢(C.) and obviously there is r6Z1 k k . 1 m16I(k)
such that

(m/pTl)Dir=1 (mod m) so finally

A A
g£¤)A=

2 ¢(rCi)6¢(clA')
i6I(k)
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contrary to what was assumed.Hence there exists iO6I(k) and
A

j;l$j$t such that ¢(C. ) intersects both A. and A .It10 -4 -k
A

follows that ¢(Ci ) has diameter which goes to infinity as
O

n+».On the other hand it is not hard to see that because of

translation invariance there exists a constant c such that

for any a,b6L' and any x,y;xj§a},y}{b}
A A

ö(¢(x).¢(y))S¢diSt(a„b)-

Therefore the diameter of Ci goes to infinity as n+¤.Since
O .

Ci is N—connected,card_gi goes to infinity as n+~ and
O O

finally card_Aä'+~ as n+~. |

+ ^ +In particular,Theorem 6.1 says that B =¢(B' ) and

equivalently S+=¢_l(S'+).Since the system (L',K') has the

decomposition property,at low enough temperatures
A A

B+=¢(clA').From Proposition C8 we·get that ¢ is an

isomorphism between clA' and A**(It will be proved later

(Theorem C18) that i**:A**+Xf is injective hence A** can be

identified with its image in Xf.).Finally B+=A** at low

temperatures so the number of pure phases is equal to

|A**/AI at low temperatures.
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6.2 CONSTRUCTION Q; THE REDUCED SYSTEM

Proposition 6.2

Let ¢ :(E)G + C) G' be a Zm[Zv]-module homomorphism
16L i€L'

then ¢ extends to a unique continuous module homomorphism

¢: >< G—> >< G'
16L 16L'

Proof:It is enough to consider the case L,L'=Zv.The

V proposition follows from the following fact:for any finite

subset A€L'
there exists a finite subset BGL such that for

any XE QVG _x_nB=¢ we have
162

g(x)nA=¢ (continuity at ex).

Let yke @vG yk={O}
162

_-

yk(O) is a generator of G and k runs over all generators of

G in decomposition of G into cyclic groups.

For a finite AGZv=L'

let B={a6Z°;(au¢(y ))nA#¢}.k..„k
Clearly, B has the required property. |

Let (L,K),k#O be any lattice system.The reduction of (L,K)

can be constructed as follows.

Let F be a finite family of generators of clFf and let

G'=(:)Z|a| where |¤| is the order of a in M. Such a family
¤6F

exists since cl Pf is a submodule of a finitely generated

module Mf over a Noetherian ring Zm[ZV]
(Theorem C1).

Let X'= X VG' and let
162
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l
n : Xf+clFf be the Zm[Zv] homomorphism which extends the

inclusion map {yL}+clFf where yg are from Prop.6.2.By

Prop.6.2 n has unique extension to a continuous homomorphism

n :X'+M

Proposition 6.3

n(X')=¥(X)

Proof:By construction n(X')=clFf Let ¤=X(x) x=Z xi xi6Xf· i
= · · =

‘
¤=xinxj ¢ lf] K(x)

ä
X(xi).Let xi be such that n(xi) X(xi)

then n(Zx;)=K(x) |
i

n denotes the dual map n : Mf+X£ define
B'=n(aB);B6B,aB(A)=öA B,AeB

B'={B';B6B}

The interaction K' on B' is defined by K’(B')=K(B) for any

B6B.

Proposition 6.4
'

The order of B' is equal to the order of B for any B from

BO.

Proof:Obviously |B'| divides |B|.For s,O<s<IB| there is x6X

such that <x,s(s¤B)>#1.

<x,:(saB)>=<X(x),s¤B>=<n(x'),s¤B>=

A
=<x',sn(¤B)>=<x',sB'>

where x'6X' so |B'|¢s and finally |B'|=|B| |
l

—



Proposition 6.5

B+B' is a bijection of B onto B'.

A A
Proof:Let n(¤ =n(¤ ) B ,B 6B then for any x'6X'Bl B2 1 2

A A
<x',n(¤B )>=<x',n(¤B )> SG

1 2

<n(x'),¤ >=<n(x'),¤ > so
_ B1 B2

<X(x),aB >=<X(x),¤B > for any x6X by Prop. 6.3
1 2

_ A A
so B‘(x)=BZ(x) for any x6X hence

Bl=B2 |

Proposition 6.6

Fg is isomorphic to clff

— Proof:Proposition follows from the equations:

A
(x' ·“ (°B)>=<“(x' )·°‘B>=<X(x)«°‘B>=

=<x,c(¤B)>=<x,B> where XEX,X'EX; |

By Theorem 4.9(b) the system (L',K') has the decomposition

property.Take {yi}i€L from Prop.6.2 (yk for each copy of
z“1¤

L)

Let {X(yi),ßj} be the family of generators of clff.

Homomorphism ¢ : Xf+X£ is constructed to make the following

diagram to commute.
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X Ff f

qb

Xt

inclusion n¢=X

I __ IXf-—-.-) clI‘f-Pf

n

Let ¢ : x+x' be the extension which exists by Prop.6.2.

¢ defines a reduction of (L,K)

¢(Xf)CXé is satisfied by construction.

A AA A
n¢=X X=s|M so ¢n=s hence ¢ yields the bijection B'+B as

f
needed.Obviously ¢(Ff) is dense in Fg.

6.3 UNIQUENESS QQ REDUCTION

Determination of 8+ and 3+ in Theorem 6.1 is
A

non—unique.Though 8+
depends on L,B only,¢(clAÜ) depends on

the generally non—unique choice of L' and ¢.However,there is

a natural reduction in the transitive case (L=Zv) and
K

G=Zm;m=I”]pl where pl are different prime numbers.The
l=1

following proposition is true for arbitrary m.

Proposition 6.7

F is a free Z [Zv]—module generated by one element.f m

Proof·Let X =X(xO) where xO(a)=ö O BEZV X generates F If' O O,a
’

O f'

R6Zm[Z°],R#O,then RXO=X(R)#O because by Theorem 4.14 K is

injective when restricted to Xf. |
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For m described as above is

Proposition 6.8

clff is a free Zm[ZV]—module generated by one element.

Proof:X = E (IBI/m)I(B)a (cf.5.1) Now introduced isO BB€BO

Xg= E (IB}/m)I(B/D)¤B ‘

BEBO

where D=g.c.d.(BO)and D is not a zero divisor.To show that

X$6clFf let f6(Ff)O then

hence f(Xg)=O.Let ¤sclFf

n
¤= E (|Bi|/m)Piai so <ßij,a>=O (see 5.2 for notation)

i=l
hence as before

(6.6) PiI(Bj)=PjI(Bi) 1$i<j$n

l l l l l l(6-7) Pi(I(Bj)/I(D ))=Pj(I(Bi)/I(D ))
in Zp [Zv] for every l lslsk so

l

P;=PlEPl hence1 J
l l l l(6-8) Pi=P (I(Bi)/I(D ))

. “ k 1 1 1(6-9) ¤= Z (|Bi|/m) E (m/pl)? (1(Bi)/I(D ))¤i 80
i=l l=l“ ( •

(6.10) ¤=P 2 (|Bi|/m)(I(Bi)/I(D))¤i=PKO where
i=l

k 1P= E (m/pl)P
l=l
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Hence clff is generated by X$.To see that clff is free let
means so R=O. |

The conclusion is that in the transitive case and G=Zm with
m described as above,there exists a unique transitive

lattice L' which gives reduction.Generally the following

proposition can be proved:

Proposition 6.9

clFf is a free module if and only if the reduced system

is non—gauge.

Proofzclff is a free module if and only if n is injective on

X£.Proposition follows now from the equality:
A

1<n(x'),aB>=<x',n(¤B)>=<x',B'> where x'6Xf B6B |

6.4 EFFECTIVE WAY gg REDUCTION

The main concern here is to find generators of clff in

the cases where there is no unique reduction like in

6.3.First is discussed the case of L=Zv,G=Zpz.By Proposition

Ap Ap pA6.8 clff is generated by K (x) and clff is generated by

XpA(y) where x,y6 X Z and both modules are16z“ P
Zp[Zv]—modules.

Lemma 6.10

. Ap Ap
If there is a generator of clFf X (x) such that X(x)

is finite than clFf is generated by X(x) and X(py) where
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X(y) is a generator of clF§A.The coefficients can be taken

from Z [ZV].
P

Ap
Proof:Let X(z) be finite so X (z) 1S finite hence

P P 'KA (z)=RXA (x) ; R6Zp[Z°]

By Proposition 5.8

z=Rx+sl+pxl ; sl6S(A),xl6X

Because X(pxl) is finite then XpA(xl) is finite so

XpA(xl)=PKpA(y) ; P6Zp[Zv] hence

xl=Py+s2 ; s26S(pA) finally

z=Rx+Py+s1+ps2 so

¥(z>=R%(x>+P¥(py> I

The following two propositions describe the cases when the

assumption of Lemma 6.10 is satisfied.

Proposition 6.11

If Ap is reduced then c1Ff is generated by X(x) and X(py)

as in Lemma 6.10.

p Ap Ap
Proofzlf A is reduced then clff is equal to Pf and is

P
generated by KA (xo) where xO(a)=6O a;0,a6Zv. |

Proposition 6.12

If pA is the principal ideal in ZP [ZV] then clff is

generated by X(x) and X(py) as in Lemma 6.10.
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Proof:Let pA be generated by pA.By Proposition 6.8 there is

z6X such that pA(z)=exp{2ni/p},pAi(z)=l for any translate

pAi of pA.Let xl be such that KAp(x1) is a generator of

clfgp There is finite A such that if B6B,pB¢O and §pA=¢

then X(xl)(B)=p.Now using the fact that F is closed can be

found z16pX such that X(xl+zl) is finite.Let x=xl+zl
Obviously XAp(x) is a generator of clF?p | .

In Chapter IX an example is given of the model which does

not satisfy the assumption of Lemma 6.lO.

The above ideas can be easily applied to the case of an

arbitrary finite abelian group on ZV-invariant lattices.



Chapter VII

THE DECOMPOSITION PROPERTY FOR ARBITRARY
LATTICES

Some necessary and sufficient conditions for the

decomposition property to hold in the case of arbitrary

ZV—invariant lattices are described in this chapter. Because

of Theorem 5.12 it is enough to consider the case G=Zpn

where p is a prime number.
pk k_l .

Let A ={A6p A;pA=O} k=1,...,n.

The following theorem can be extracted from the proof of

Theorem 5.10

Theorem 7.1
k

If Ap is reduced for any k then.A,is reduced;

k V .
Because Ap are Zp[Z ]—modules it is now enough to consider

Zp case or equivalently _
r

G= {D Z on Zv—invariant lattice.
i=1 P

r
Let A be a subgroup of C)v(:)Z generated by bonds of

jez 1=1 P
the system.

r
Now the configuration space is decomposed: X=(:)Xi and

i=1
projections Pi i=1,...,r introduced such that

P 1Pix=xi where x= E xi xi6Xi Pk= E Pi.
i=1 isk

— k
For any subgroup H of' (Dv C)Z ; Hk={h6H;P£_lh=O}

jez 1=1 P
Proposition 7.2

r—1
s(Al_)=s+@ xi

i=1

53
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A
Proof:Let Y=X/S so Y;A.For every ysY and AsA

(7.1) <PrllA,y>=<A,Prtly>
I 1_hence (Pr_lY) —Ar

Let f:X+Y be a canonical homomorphism and A; the

annihilator of Ar in X ,then
(7.2) S(Ar)=f_1(PrLlY) and finally

r-1
(7.3) S(AI_)=@Xi+S I

i=l

Lemma 7.3

If Ar and P;_lA are reduced then A is reduced.

Proof:Let X(x) be finite;xsX then Xr(x) is finite where

Xr(x) is a contour corresponding to Ar system.Because Ar is

reduced then by Theorem 4.9(b)

(7.4) x=y+sr where ysXf and srsS(Ar)

By Prop.7.2:

(7.5) sr=s+xl

r—l
where ssS(A) and xls C)X.._ 11-1
r—l . . . r—l . .K (xl) 1S flhlté where X (xl) 1S a contour corresponding

to PrLlA system. -
(7.6) x1=yl+sl

r—l
where yls( @Xi)f,slsS(Pl}_1A)

i=l
r—l

where the annihilator is taken in (3)% obviously sisS
i=l

and finally _

(7.7) x=y+yl+s+sl

hence A is reduced. I
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Using Lemma 7.3 r—l times we get the following theorem

Theorem 7.4

If [PLA]k k=l,...,r are reduced then A is reduced.

[PLA]k are Zp systems on ZV so Theorem 5.3 can be applied to

check if the decomposition property holds.

It was proven that for systems with the decomposition

property B+=clA (Corollary 4.7) and S+=ClSf(Corollary 4.8)

at low temperatures.For spin l/2 on general Z°—invariant

lattices there is the criterion for the above properties to

hold:J.Slawny [5].It can be immediately generalized to ZP

case where p is a prime number.

Theorem 7.5

The following conditions are equivalent:

(a) the greatest common divisor of the determinantal

ideal A(A,Xf) is a unit

(b) B+=clA at low temperatures —

(c) S+=ClSf
at low temperatures.



Chapter VIII

ANALYTICITY OF PRESSURE AT LOW TEMPERATURES

Analyticity of pressure at low temperatures for spin l/2

was shown by J.Slawny in [16] and for higher spins using

Griffiths' representation in [3]. C.Gruber et. al. [8,9]

attempted this for Zm case.They decomposed the system in a

finite volume into subsystems. However, their subsystems did

not have uniformly bounded size so they could not use the

Ruelle theorem on zeros of partition function [l8].This

difficulty is removed here by a theorem on precise

generators in certain modules:W.Holsztynski [20].

Consider the low temperature expansion for a partition

function in the finite volume A. Standard transformations

yield:

(8-1) Z^=|S^] V"] @><p{ßJ(B)} E V] @><p{BJ(B)l¢¤S(2¤¤(B)/IB])—1]}
B6X^ a6I'/\B6 suppa

Let us introduce the reduced pressure:

O-(8-2) p^—(l/|^|)l<><; E V] @><p{ßJ(B)l¤¤S(2¤¤(B)/IB])-ll}
a6F^ Besuppa

and the variables: z zaä V1 zB,oz(B)
Besuppa B,¤(B)

as?/\ B,¤(B)

lim(l/|Al)log|S^| and lim(1/|Al) E ßJ(B) exist so
A->L A->L B6X^

O_ . 0p —l1m p^
A+L

56
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Consider now the group of cycles.Kf is a finitely generated

and finitely supported Zm[ZV]—module (cf.Appendix C).By

Theorem C13 there is a set of generators ¤i,...,am6Kf such

m
that if ¤6Kf g$A then ¤=iilgi¤i where gi6ZV and gi¤i¤A.
In other words, there exists AO such that for every finite

large enough A,KA is generated by u KA where summation is
i iover all translates of AO contained in A.

(8.4) M(ZB )= E zu ·
AA a6I‘^

(8.5) M(ZB )= E zu

AL QEFAL

Proposition 8.1

M(zB ) is the Asano contraction of {M(zB )} if and only
A A·

if KA is generated by u KA . L
i i

This is a straightforward generalization of Proposition 2.1

[16]. L

M(zB ) are polynomials in number of variables independent ofA' -A andLwith free term equal to 1.Hence there exists ro
independent of A such that M(zB^)¢O if zBIa(B)<rO for every
a6FA .On the other hand each B6BLis contained in no more

i
then IAOI of {BA }.The theorem of Ruelle on zeros of

i
polynomials contracted according to Asano [16,18] can be

used to conclude that [
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if zB for every ¤6F^.The Vitali theorem
can be used as in [16,19] to obtain that

f(zB )=lim (1/|A|logM(zB ) is an analytic function in
o A+L A

variables —

- _- |AI·zB a(B) B6BO a(B)—1,...,|B] 1 if O .F1nally

pO=f(ZB )|z
=exp[BJ(B)[cos(2na(B)/[B])—1]}O B,a(B)

so bo is an analytic function if ßJ(B);B6BO is large enough

(low temperatures in ferromagnetic systems).



Chapter IX

EXAMPLES

In this chapter, the number of extremal,periodic Gibbs

states is evaluated in several models.It will be convenient

to use the following "polynomial" notation for the bonds of

the system.Let L=Llu...u Ll l=|LOl be the decomposition of L

into a sum of ZV lattices.Thus any element A6Xf=(:)Zm will
be identified with a sequence of l elements from1ääövZm
A=(Al,...,Al)

162

On the other hand, elements of are identified with
polynomials in variables

162

xl,...,xv,x§l,...,xCl xix;l=l with coefficients in Zm
(cf. Appendix B).

Let B6 C) Z ; B={b ,...,b )
igzv m —— 1 k

B(bi)EBithenwe can write:

k ~V J
B=·Z Bifj x§i

1=l j=l

In all examples below Z4 is placed at each site of Z2

lattice.Several examples with spin 1/2 on general ZV-

invariant lattices were discussed by J.Slawny [5].From now

on x denotes xl and y denotes x2.
l

59
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Example 9.1

Bl=2+2x

B2=l+x+y+xy

2A is generated by 2+2x+2y+2xy

so the system is not reduced.
A2 is generated by 2+2x

clfgz is generated by XA2(z) where

z=n=O n=l

clF§A is generated by X2A(w) where

„= E „¤ym
n,m=O

By Lemma 6.10 clff is generated by X(z) and X(2w)

The lattice of the reduced system has a fundamental family

which consists of two elements.Z4 is placed on one Z2

sublattice ; Z2 on the other one.

New bonds can be obtained by method described in 6.2

B;=(2,0)

BQ=<1+y.1>
(L',K') system is reduced hence

B'+=clA'
It is easy to see that clA‘=A'

¤+=;<B'+>=;<A'>=A
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Hence at low temperatures there is unique periodic Gibbs

state.

Example 9.2

Bl=l+x

B2=l+3x

B3=2+2y

2A is generated by 2+2x so the system is not reduced.
A2 is generated by 2 so A2 is reduced.

clfgz is generated by XA2(xO)

clF§A is generated by X(z) where

Z: E Z¤
n=O

clFf is generated by X(xO) and X(2z).Again, in the reduced

system we have Z4 on one Z2 sublattice and Z2 on the other
one.

B;=(1+x,l)

B;=(1+2x,1)
B;=(2+2y,0)
B'+ is generated by (2,0) and (l+x,1)

;((2.O))=2 ;((l+x„l))=l+x

hence B+=A so there is unique periodic Gibbs state at low

temperatures.The reason here is that A can be generated by

Bl,E2 so the system is essentialy one dimensional.
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Example 9.3

_ -1 -1 °'B2 }
Bl=1+x

B2=2+2y

2A is generated by 2+2x so the system is not reduced.
A2 is generated by 2+2x and 2+2y so A2 is reduced. °

clff is generated by X(xO) and X(2z) like in Example 9.2

Bä=(l+x,1)

BQ=<2+2y,¤>
° B'+

is generated by (2,0) and (1+x,1) hence 6+
is generated

by 2 and 1+x.

It is easy to see that |6+/A|=2 so there are two

extremal,periodic Gibbs states at low temperatures.

Example 9.4

_ -1 -1

'B2Bl=1+x+2x2+2y+xy+x2y
B2=l+2x+y+xy+2y2+xy2

2A=A2 is generated by 2+2x+2xy+2x2y and 2+2y+2xy+2xy2

g.c.d.[(l/2)2A]=l+xy in Z2[Zv] so the system is not reduced.

clT§A is generated by X2A(z) where

2:3 E xnyn+2 2 x2n—ly2n+2 E x2ny2n—1
n=O n=l n=l

clff is generated by X(z)

We can choose a fundamental family of new bonds as
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B;=Z+3x+3x2+Zxy+Zx2y

Bg=Zx+2y+3xy+Zy2+3xy2

B'+=clA‘=Xf
B+ is generated by

;(1)=1+x’ly'l+2x'2y°l+2x’ly'2.
After some algebra lB+/A}=Z so there are two extremal,

periodic Gibbs states at low temperatures.

Example 9.5

Bl=l+x+y2+xy2

B2=l+x2+y+x2y

ZA is generated by Z+Zx+Zy2+Zxy2 and Z+Zx2+Zy+Zx2y.

g.c.d.[(l/Z)ZA]=1+x+y+xy so the system is not reduced.
A2 is generated by Z+Zx2y2 Zx2+Zy2 Zx+Zy+Zx2y+Zxy2

Zx+Zy2+Zxy2+Zx2y2 Z+Zy+Zx2y+Zy2.

g.c.d.[(1/2)A2]=l so A2
is reduced.

clF§A is generated by X2A(z) where

Z: E xmym
n,m=O

clff is generated by K(xO) and X(Zz).

In the reduced system Z4 is on the Z2 sublattice and Z2 on
the other one.

BQ=<1+x'l+y'2+x'ly'2„1+y>
B;=(l+x_2+y—1+x-Zy-1,1+x)
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B'+ is generated by Bä,Bé and (2,0)
A
¢((2,O))=2

After some algebra it can be shown that |B+/Al=249 so there

are 249 extremal, periodic Gibbs states at low temperatures.

Example 9.6

_ -1 -1

'B2Bl=l+2x+x2+y+2xy+x2yu
B2=1+x+2y+y2+xy2 .

2 . 2 2 2 2A is generated by 2+2x +2y+2x y and 2+2x+2y +2xy

g.c.d.[(1/2)2A]=l+x+y+xy so the system is not reduoed.
A2 is generated by 2+2x

2 2
clf? is generated by xA

(z) where

z= E x2n+3
Zn=0

n=l

It is easy to see that it is impossible to find a generator
2 2

of clF? ,XA
(w) such that X(w) is finite.Therefore the

assumption of Lemma 6.10 is not satisfied.

clFf is generated by X(v) and X(xO) where

v= E x2¤+3 E xzn-1

n=O n=l

+3 E xny+ E Z
xzmym

n=O m=2 n=0

In the reduced system Z4 is placed on both Z2
sublattices.

|
- - .. .. .. -Bl=(l+x 1+2x ly 1+y 2+x ly

2,l+2x+x2+y+2xy+x2y)
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A
It can be checked that ¢(clA')=A so there is unique

periodic Gibbs state at low temperatures.

In the above examples the number of extremal, periodic

Gibbs states is evaluated by the purely algebraic

methods.Namely, it is enough to find the second dual A** of

the module A generated by the bonds of the system. At low

enough temperatures the number of extremal, periodic Gibbs

states is equal to |A**/A|.This is an illustration of the

reduction described in Chapter VI of this paper.



Appendix A

CHARACTERS

A character of a locally compact abelian group G is a
A A A

continuous function x on G such that x(x)eC;|x(x)|=1;A A A
x(xlx2)=x(x1)x(x2) for any x,xl,x26G. [21]Theorem Al ·

A
Given any a6G;a¢e there is a character x such thatA .

x(a)=l

A
The dual group G is the set of all characters of G with

A
multiplication as group action.Topology in G is introduced

in the following way.Let C be a compact set in G and s>OA A A
then U(C,s)={x6G;|x(x)—l|<c for all x6C}. Let the family

of U(C,s) for all compact sets C in G and s>O be a basis of
A

neighborhoods of the unit character.G is locally compact_

abelian topological group.

The group to Zn is isomorphic to Zn
A A A
Z¤={xk;xk(a)=exp{2nika/n} &€Z¤;k=O,...,H—l}

The group dual to the direct product of two groups Gl,G2 is

isomorphic to the direct product of their duals

61 @62 - 61 @62
If H is a subgroup of G then

A A A
Hl={g6G;g(h)=1 for all h6H}

‘

A
If F is a subgroup of G then
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L A A
F ={g6G;f(g)=l for all f6F}

Theorem A2

If H is a closed subgroup of G then Hii=H.

Theorem A3
Q

If G is a locally compact abelian group then G is

isomorphic to G.

Theorem A4

Let Ga;a€L be compact abelian groups then H= X Ga is
a6L

compact in product topology by the Tychonoff theorem and
A A A
I¥=<>Gawhere the topology of H is discrete.

a6L

Theorem A5

Let G be a locally compact abelian group with the Haar

measure dx and fELl',(G) is a continuous function.The
Fourier transform is defined as follows:A A x_

A A A‘
f(x)=!f(x)x(x)dx for any x6G then f is continuous on
A A A
G. If f6L1(G) then there is a normalization of Haar

A A
measure on G,dx such that

A A A A
f(x)=ff(x)x(x)dx for any x6G.



Appendix B

GROUP RINGS

Let R be a commutative ring with identity and G an

abelian group.Denote by R[G] the set of all functions from G

to R with finite support. Functions are added pointwise and

multiplication can be introduced in the following way:if

F,HeR[G] then

FH(a)= E F(a-b)H(b)
b6G

With this addition and multiplication R[G] becomes a group

ring. If R=k ia a field then k[G] is a k-vector space with

pointwise multiplication so k[G] is a commutative

algebra.From now on G=Zv.

If aEz" xa€R[z"1 xa(b)=öa b;bEz"
_ e. _ vxi—x 1 ei—(öli,...,övi)6Z

xa=xä1...x?v a=(al,...,av)6Zv
The ring of polynomials in v variables with coefficients in ·

R; R[xl,...,xV] (if all ai20) is obtained.

Each element of R[Zv] can be written as

xaP;a6Z°,P6R[xl,...,xv]

Greatest Common Divisors

If R=k is a field then k[xl,...,xv] is a unique

factorization domain.xxa;x6k,x¢O,a6Z° are the only units in
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k[Zv] so k[Zv] is also a unique factorization domain.Hence

for any family T of elements of k[Zv] there is a unique up

to a unit greatest common divisor of T.If R=Zm where
K

m= V]pl;pl are different primes then Zm[Zv] is isomorphic to
l=l

the direct product of the rings Zp [ZV]. Let P6 Zm[Zv] then
l

there is a unique decomposition

k 1 1 VP= E (m/pl)P where OSP (a)<pl for any aeZ
l=l

Let B be any family of elements in Zm[Zv] such that for

every l there is at least one element B in this family such

that Bl#O.Let Dl=c.d.{Bl;B6B} then

k l vZ (m/pl)D =D6Zm[Z ] is c.d.(B) and vice versa.Hence
l=l

g.c.d.(B)is well defined in Zm[Zv] and is not a zero

divisor.F is a unit in Zm[Zv]
if and only if Fl is a unit in

Z [ZV] for any l;l$l$k.pl

POWERS OF ELEMENTS IN Zpn[Z°]

Let AeZp[Zv] where p is a prime number

A= Z A(a)a then
aeZv

pn- ¤(Bl) A — E vA(a)p a
a6Z

It follows readily from the fact that if u6Zp then
nup

=u (mod p) and pu=O (mod p).

The second equality yields in particular
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(u+w)p=up+wp in Zp

It would be best to have an analog of (B1) in the Zpn[ZV]

case.

Lemma B1

Let u,weZpn;p is a prime number then

n ""
n‘“”

n
"’r

(u+w)(p >=u(P )+w(P >+ 2 where r does not
k=l

depend on m if m2n and p divides c ._
k

n-In n n p —I n_
Proof:(u+w)p =up +wp + E dkup pkwpk

k=l

dk=pn!/(pk)!(pn—pk)! so p divides dk.

It is easy to see that if m2n then

(u+w) p =[up +wp ] p
so let now m=n+r ; r20 then

n Vn n*'*‘
n"' n""

(u+w)<p >=[u(p >+w<p )]<p );
n·* ”

nm nm{?”)··' ¤-• n n""
n*‘•·‘

=u(p )+w(p )+ E (W2 )u(p ) [(p ) k]w(p ) k
Ik=1 °

Let A6Zpn{Zv] A= Z vA(a)a and there is a6ZV such that
V

a6Z
A(a)#0 and p does not divide A(a)

(by Proposition B2 A is not a zero divisor)

then from Lemma Bl follows that

H Ü') H YW VA(p )= 2 A(a)(p )(pn)ma+ 2 Av k ma6Z k=l
’
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where v is independent of m if m2n and Ak m6Zpn[Zv] and are

all zero divisors.The sequence of natural numbers im can be

chosen such that

n hn t ·A(p ) = 2. 1 1.1=l

where t does not depend on m if m is large enough and

as m+»;i¢j.

At least one Ai#O because there is aeZV such that A(a)(p )¢O

fl YY)

and p does not divide A(a)(p ) and all Ak m are such that if

then p divides Ak m(a).

Zero Divisors

Proposition B2

If D6Zpn[Zv] is such that there is äEZv D(x)#O and p does

not divide D(a) (D(a) is not a zero divisor in Zpn) then D

is not a zero divisor in Zpn[Zv].

Proof:Let A be any non—zero element from Zpn[Zv].It will be

shown that DA#O.Let z be the least (in the sense of

lexicographic order) 3EZv such that D(a)#O and p does not

divide D(a).Let k be the least number such that there is
b€Zv such that A(b)=spk and p does not divide s.Let w be the

least of such b's.It will be shown that (DA)(z+w)#O

(DA)(z+w)=D(z)A(w)+2D(al)A(a2)=
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a,<2I

<1,‘1-0,,: 2+-W ¤,,+a,_:z+uJ
Now it is easy to see that (DA)(z+w) is not a multiple of pn

because it is not a multiple of pk+l |

NOETHERIAN RINGS

A ring is Noetherian if every ascending chain of ideals

eventually stabilizes, i.e„, there is a n such that I¤=I¤+i

for every 120 if I1CI2¤...

Theorem B3 [22]

If G is an abelian group then R[G] is a Noetherian ring

if and only if R 1s a Noetherian ring and G is a finitely

generated group.

For example Zm[ZV] is a Noetherian ring.



Appendix C

MODULES

Let R be a commutative ring with identity (l). R—module M

is an abelian group under addition (+) which is also equiped

with a scalar multiplication RXM+M such that

(r+s)m=rm+sm _

r(m+n)=rm+rn

(rs)m=r(sm) _

lm=m

For r,s6R and m,n6M

Theorem Cl

Any submodule of a finitely generated module over a

_ Noetherian ring is finitely generated.

M is finite free module if it is isomorfic to Rn for a
finite n.Homomorphism of M to R form the dual module M* of

M.One has homomorphism CM+M**E(M*)* which to x6M assigns

CM(x):f+f(x) ; f€M*

M is a reflexive module if CM yields an isomorphism of M

onto M**.

Finite free modules are reflexive.M is torsionless if CMis
injective.Submodules of free modules are torsionless.
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Let G be a finite abelian group and m=least common multiple

of orders of all elements of G. T= X G
i6Zv

Tf=aCgvG are Zm[Zv]—modules with action of ZV as
tranilation and Zm as addition.

Tf is reflexive module (in fact T§=Tf).Generally Tf is not
a finite free module but it is "almost free".

Namely, let {gi}i=l,...,k be the generators of G in the

decomposition of G into cyclic groups and let

yi(O)=gi yi(a)=e6G if a¢O aézv
16Z

k
{yi} generates Tfand if ·2.riyi=O then riyi=O.

1=1
For every i,ri6Zm[Z"] although ri does not need to be zero

for every i.

For any homomorphism ¢:M+N one has the transposed

homomorphism ¢*:N*+M*

¢*(f)(m)=f(¢(m))if€N*;m€M «

For a submodule M of amodule P one defines

MO={f6P*;f(m)=O,for any m6M}

and the closure of M in P

· clPM={p6P;f(p)=O,for any f6MO}

Proposition C2 [5]

Let s:P+Q,A=Im(s),C=Im(s*) where P and Q are reflexive

modules,then

(a) the modules: A*/Im(Q*+A*) and clP*(C)/C

are isomorphic.

(b) if C is closed in P* then
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Im(A**+Q)=cl A.Q

Suppose that in addition to s one has s':P'+Q' where P' and

Q' are reflexive modules.Furthermore,let c:Q'+Q be a

homomorphism and p:P+P' an isomorphism such that

¤s'p=s.Assuming p(Ker(s))=Ker(s'), c yields an isomorphism of

A'=P'/Ker(s') and A=P/Ker(s). Moreover:

Proposition C3 [5]

If C' (=Im s'*) is closed in P'* then o yields an

isomorphism of clQ,FUonto Im(A**+Q).

C.l HERMITIAN FORMS

If u,w6Tf

k

“=iilA1Y1
k

w=iilBiyi

where Ai,Bi6Zm[Zv]„ Let

k
(¤,w)=iil(m/¤i)AiI<Bi>

where ni=|yi| and I(A)(a)=A(-a) if AeZm[Zv] then

(ru+sw,v)=r(u,v)+s(w,v)

(u,w)=I((w,u)) for any r,s6Zm[Zv];u,w,v6Tf

For u6T define j(u)Ej (u)6T* throughf Tf f
j(¤)<w>=(w,¤);w6Tf
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It is easy to see that j defines an I—isomorphism of Tf ontol
T; i.e. a bijection such that
j(ru+sw)=I(r)j(u)+I(s)j(w) ; r,s6Zm[Zv],u,w6Tf

j is obviously injective.Let f6T; and I(Ai)=f(yi)/(m/ni)
k

and u= Z Aiyii=l
then j(u)=f so j is surjective.

The elements of Tf can be identified with characters on T,

(cf. Appendix A) so for u,w6Tf

A K
(C1) w(u)= V7exp{(2ni E vAi(a)Bi(a))/ni}=

i=l a6Z

=exp{2wi(u,w)(O)/m}.

Proposition C4

If N is a submodule of Tf then

for any w6N}

Prcof:If u6NO then for w6N <u,xbw>=1 where xb(a)=öa
ba,b€z“

b b k b<u,x w>=(u,x w)(O)=[ E AiI(x Bi)](O)=
i=lbk -b=[I(x ) E AiI(Bi)](O)=[x (u,w)](O)=(u,w)(b).

i=l

Hence if <u,xbw)=l for any b€Zv
then (u,w)=l. |

Corollary C5

For any submodule N of Tf clTfN=NOO.
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Corollary C6

For any submodule N of Tf cl *j(N)=j(cl N).Ti Tr
If we equip G with discrete topology then T becomes the

compact abelian group with the product topology.For N¤Tf

denote clNEClNnFf

Proposition C7 .

For any submodule N of Tf clN=clT N
f

Proof:It will be shown that clN=NOO. ·

ClN=(ClN)il by Theorem A2 but so and

finally clN=NOO

Now the proposition follows from Corollary C5. |

If we set Tf=Xf or Tf=Mf we obtain hermitian forms on Xf and
Mf (see 3.1 for notation).

n

For the homomorphism _

s:Mf+Xf there exists unique

s+:Xf+Mf such that

(s+(x),¤)=(x,$(<1)) ;x6Xf,<ze1VIf.

Obviously s+=jM—ls*jX .
f f

Propositions C4 and 3.2 yield : XIX =s+ and therefore
f

C=i (F)Mf f

_Erom Corollary C6 we obtain that C is closed in M; if and

only if Pf is closed in Mf which by Theorem 4.9 is
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equivalent to the decomposition property. It will be proven

later (Theorem C18) that i**:A**+Xf is injective where i**

is the double dual of the inclusion map,so A** can be

identified with its image in Xf.Under the assumption of 6.1

we have the following:

Proposition C8

2 is an isomorphism between clA' and A**.

A
Proof:If we set P=Mf,Q=Xf,P'=M£,Q'=X£, p=¢,c=¢ then the

result follows from Proposition C3 and the fact that C' is

closed in M£* because of the decomposition property in

(L',K') system. | —

C.2 CLOSURE gg MODULES

Let R be an integral domain and k is the field of

fractions of R.Let P=RH,V=kn.V is the vector space of the

field k.It is also S-submodule for any subring S of k.For

any subset M of V,SM is the S-submodule of V generated by M

SM={slal+...+sna¤;any n,si6S,ai6M}

In particular V=kP.Let M be a subset of V then define

S:M={f6V*;f(M)CS}

S:M is S-submodule of V*.If M is S-submodule of V then

is a surjective S—homomorphism

from S:M to HomS(M,S).
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For any S—linear form g on M has unique extension to

k—linear form g' on kM

g'<<x/y)a>=(x/y)q(a) ; x,yeR,aeM

Since kM is a subspace of the vector space V,g' extends to a

linear form on V.

Proposition C9 [5]

If M is R submodule of P=R¤ then clPM=(kM)nP.

Proof:By the preceding discussion any R—form on P which is

zero on M is zero on (kM)nP so (kM)nP¤clPM.On the other hand

if N is R—submodule of P then kN is strictly larger than

kM.Therefore there exists f€V* which is zero on kM and

non-zero on kN.Let {ei} i=l,...,n be the canonical basis of

V and let

f(@i)=xi/yi ; xi,yi6R
let y=yl...yn then yf6R:P is zero on M and non-zero on M |

Corollary C10 —

If M is R—submodule of P=R¤ then there is D6R,D¢O such

that DclPMCM.

Proof:clPM, as submodule of finitely generated module over a

Noetherian, ring is finitely generated (Theorem Cl).Let {mi}

be a family of generators of clPM.By Proposition C9

- j 1
3..

where XJ,yJ€R,3.€M1 1 3
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Let D= V\y§
i,j 1

_ then DclPM¤M. |

It would be best to extend the corollary to the case of

R=Zm[Zv] and M=A,the submodule generated by the bonds

(characters) of the system. Let R=Zpn[Zv]

1 1Let A'p
={AeA;p A=0}

A i=A i ; characters restricted to piXp Ip X
If A6clA then it can be decomposed as follows:

A=A +...+A where1 n

n—k+l
Akecl[(A‘p )pn—k] ; k=1,...,n

n—k+l vand cl[(AÜp )pn—k] are Zp[Z ]—modu1es.

By Corollary C10 there are Dk ; k=l,...,n such that

n—k+l n—k+l
Dk e cl[(A‘p )p¤—k]c(A'p )pn-k

where scalar multiplication 0 is performed in Zp[Zv]

modules.
n

Let D= Y'1 D.. 11=l
W W

Di D1) [Dk°Ak+Bk)
1-1 1-1
{$14 ¤.$K

where Bk is defined by the above equation and
n—k

BkeclA'p .Now continuing the process on Bk by Dk+l, DAkCA
and finally DAEA.
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Y)
kUsing decomposition m= V]pii;pi are prime numbers, it is

i=l
easy to extend the above result to the Zm[ZV] case with

arbitrary m.It constitutes the following theorem:

Theorem C11

There is non—zero divisor D€Zm[Zv] such that DclACA.

C.3 DETERMINANTAL IDEAL

With any pair (A,P) where P is a finite free R—module and

A is a submodule of P,an ideal A(A,P) of R, the so called

determinantal ideal of (A,P) can be associated.

Let el,...,en be a basis of P and

al,...,am be generators of A

n
a.= Z x..e. ; x..6R,i=1,...,m.1 j=l 13 3 13

Let Ak,k=1,...,min(m,n) be the ideal of R generated by the

minors of the rank k of the matrix

(xij) i=1,...,m j=l,...,n. V

Ak depends neither on the choice of the basis of P nor of

the generators of A.Let ko be the largest k for which

Ak¢O.Define determinantal ideal A(A,P) as Ak . Since
O

A CA A(A,P)= n A .k+1 k kskok
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C.4 PRECISE GENERATORS Q; MODULES

The theorem of W.Holsztynski is quoted here [20].It is

used in the proof of analyticity of pressure and to obtain a

locality property in energy excitations in Peierls argument.

. Let A be a left Noetherian ring and G a set with a binary

associative operation defined in it and with a neutral

element.M is a finitely generated and finitely supported

A[G] module [20].1f some technical conditions are satisfied

(they are trivially satisfied in Zm[ZV]—modules) then we

have

Theorem C12 [Theorem 11.4.9 in 20]

There exists a finite set ACMO where MO is a A[G]

submodule of M such that every A module is

generated by

{gx;x6A,g6G,gs(x)¤A} where

s:M+2T is a support of M,T is a G-set and P is a boxing

family in T.

This theorem can be applied to Zm[Zv]—module Mf=ég%ZIBI.As

a Zv set take Zv itself.Theorem 7.10 in [20] states that

P={(a,b);a,b6ZV} is a boxing family in the ZV set Zv.

Construct a map w:L+Zv by

w(0)=0,w(ai)=0 where ai6LO — fundamental family of Lsuchthat

06LO,L is a lattice and then extend this to L in

Z°—invariant way.
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Define the support of Mf

s:Mf+finite subsets of ZV

S(¤)=w(i);¤eMf.

Mf is then finitely supported Zm[Zv]—modu1e.It is also

finitely generated so as a special case of Theorem C12 we

get

Theorem C13

For any submodule of Zm[ZV] module Mf;=C)|B| there exist
B6B

n and B1,...,ß¤6Mf such that for any parallelepiped ACL the

submodule MA of Mf

is generated by translates of 61,...ßu with support

contained in A.

C.5 INJECTIVITY QE THE DOUBLE DUAL Q; INJECTIVE MAP

The following theorems are the work of D.Earkas [23]

Let R=Zm[Zv], C(R) be the set of non—zero divisors in R, Q

be the ring R localized at C(R).From Proposition B2 we get

Lemma C14

If r6R is a zero divisor then there is a positive integer

n properly dividing m such that nr=O.

Lemma C15
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Every non-zero element in R can be written in the form nc

where n is a positive integer properly dividing m and

C6C(R).

Proof:Let r6R and have n denote the largest divisor of m

dividing every coefficient appearing in r.Then r=nc for some

c6R.If cfC(R) then by Lemma C14 there is an n'<m such that

n' divides m and n‘c=O.Thus every coefficient appearing in c

is divisible by m/n'.This contradicts the maximality of n.In

conclusion, c6C(R). |

Theorem C16

Q is an injective R—module.

Proof:We use Baer's criterion— given a nonzero ideal ICR and

an R-module map ¢:I+Q we must complete
l

I + R

/

° ar
Q

Choose n minimal among the proper divisor of m such that

some nc6I with ceC(R).If n'c'6I with n' dividing m and

c°6C(R) then both ncc' and n°cc' lie in I.Hence

g.c.d.(n,n‘)cc'6I where cc'6C(R).It follows from the

minimality of n that n divides n'. Suppose ¢(nc)=q6 Q.By

Lemma C15 we may write q=ld/e where 1 is a proper divisor of

m and d,e6C(R).Now
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(m/n)q=(m/n)¢(nc)=¢(mc)=O, hence (m/n)l=O so n divides 1

Define 8:R+Q by 8(r)=r(1d/nce).To show that 8 extends

¢,consider w=n'c°6I.Certainly wcal

¢(w¤)=¢((¤'/¤>¤'¤¤)=(¤'/¤)¤'¢<¤¤)=

=(n'/n)c'(ld/e)=w(ld/nc).

That is,c¢(w)=cw(ld/nce).Divide by c. |

Lemma C17

Suppose M,N are finitely generated R—modules and i:M+N is

an injective module map.Then for each f6M* there is an

r6C(R) and g€N* such that rf=i*(g)

Proof:Consider the diagram

O———M.\L>N
1

/

f 1 h
R 1
lu
Q

which can be completed by the injectivity of Q.

Let r6C(R) be a common denominator for the images in Q of

the finitely many generators of N (under h).If we set g=rh

then gEN*.MOI€OV€I,

hi=f + rhi=rf + i*(g)=rf. |

Theorem C18
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If i:M+N is an injective map of finitely generated

R-modules then i**:M**+N** is injective. ·

Proof: Suppose ¤6M** and i**(¤)=O.That means (¤i*)(g)=O for

all g6N*.If f6M* is arbitrary choose r6C(R) and g6N* as in

Lemma C17

¤(i*(g))=O + ¤(rf)=O + r¤(f)=O '

but r6C(R).Thus ¤(f)=O. This proves that a=O. I



Appendix D

· ONE DIMENSIONAL SYSTEMS

Proposition D1

In the case of G=Zm the decomposition property holds if

and only if |S|=1

Proof:If the symmetry group is trivial then obviously the

decomposition property holds.For the other direction assume

that |S|>l.Let x6Xf be such that x(a)=O if b1<a<b2

pr x=pr s and s is not an identity in S.If[bl,b2] [bl,b2] 1 1
b2—bl>N+2meshBO then using the method from Proposition 4.14
it is easy to see that K(x) has two N—components.Let y6Xf be

such that X(y) consists of just one N-component of X(x), say

the right one. X(x—y) consists of the other one so if

a>bl+meshBO then y(a)=x(a) so X(y)n(-~,bl+meshBO)#¢ and it

contradicts the assumption about y.Hence the decomposition

property does not hold. I

Proposition D2

There is a unique pure phase at low temperatures in the

case of G=Zpwhere p is a prime number.

Proof:Xf is a free module over principal ideal domain

Zp[Z].A as a submodule of Xf is also free so in particular

A**=A hence lB+/A!=|A**/Al=1. I
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